Source Tank Alpha Diversity

Zooplankton Richness
Zooplankton richness in source tanks decreased across salinity (estimate(log scale)=-0.02, standard error(log scale)=0.011,t = -2.1, p = 0.04) ( Figure S1 . We are unable to detect the main effect of day (estimate(log scale)=-0.006, standard error(log scale)= 0.003,t = -1.7, p =0.09). We were also unable to parse the affect of the interaction between time and salinity (estimate(log scale)=-0.0002, standard error(log scale)= 0.00049,t =-0.4 , p = 0.66). 
Shannon Diversity Index
We are unable to detect the affect of salinity, time or their interaction on Shannon Diversity of zooplankton communities (all p > 0.05). For bacterioplankton communities we find that Shannon Diversity increases across as salinity increases (Estimate= 0.055, standard error = 0.02, p=0.008) and over time (Estimate = 0.016, standard error = 0.006, p = 0.008). The positive increase across salinity is decreased over time (estimate = -0.002, standard error = 0.0008, p = 0.004). We are unable to detect an affect of dispersal treatment (p > 0.05). 
Beta Diversity
Zooplankton
Zooplankton communities in source tanks were separated clearly by salinity along the primary axis, which explained 45% of the variation. The secondary axis explained 14% of the variation in communities but the communities are not clearly separated along this axis. 
Bacterial
For bacterial communities in the source tanks the primary axis explained 29.3% of variation, showed a clear distinction between the source fresh and source salt tank communities. The secondary axis, which explained 9.7% of the variation, showed separation of the communities by date; the freshwater source community showed day 0 and 18 the furthest apart, with the day 45 community more similar to day 0. For the saltwater source community, day 18 and 45 communities are furthest apart, with day 0 located in the middle (Figure S7 . 
Mesocosm Environment
The salinity in each tank was relatively constant across the duration of the experiment. 
